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ADD-PRIVSCN1610MAC16 
16” Magnetic MacBook Privacy Screen – 16:10 Ratio 
     
  
     
Product Description 
This is a 16" anti-blue light magnetic privacy screen filter specifically created for a Macbook Pro with 16:10 
aspect ratio. The filter is matte on one side and glossy on the other, with scratch resistant coating on both sides 
to prevent scratches and dust. The anti-blue light filter reduces blue-light exposure to decrease eye strain and 
damage over long periods. It also uses a magnetic tab at the top of the filter to attach to the screen. The filter 
measures 351.7*227.3mm, 0.45mm thick, and has a privacy angle of 30° left and right. This magnetic privacy 
screen is perfect for all Macbook users who work and play off their laptops. These are environmentally friendly 
products that can be easily disinfected by any popular branded cleaning or alcohol wipes. Our filters are backed 
by a 1-year warranty. 
 
 
Specifications 
Parameter Specification 

Application MacBook 

Mounting Type Magnetic 

Size (351.7*227.3mm) 
16:10 ratio 
16” diagonal 

Thickness 0.45mm 

Surface Matte/Gloss 

Transparency 65 ± 5(%) 

Blue Light Filtering (Wavelength and %) 55% 
(440-460nm) 

UV Light Filtering  100% 

Privacy Angle 30° Left/Right 

Function Privacy, Anti-Glare, Screen Protection 

Product Weight .25lbs 
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About AddOn Networks 
In 1999, AddOn Networks entered the market with a single product. Our founders fulfilled a severe shortage 
for compatible, cost-effective optical transceivers that compete at the same performance levels as leading 
OEM manufacturers. Adhering to the idea of redefining service and product quality not previously had in the 
fiber optic networking industry, AddOn invested resources in solution design, production, fulfillment, and 
global support. 
 
Combining one of the most extensive and stringent testing processes in the industry, an exceptional free 
tech support center, and a consistent roll-out of innovative technologies, AddOn has continually set industry 
standards of quality and reliability throughout its history. 
 
Reliability is the cornerstone of any optical fiber network and is in engrained in AddOn's DNA. It has played a 
key role in nurturing the long-term relationships developed over the years with customers. AddOn remains 
committed to exceeding industry standards with certifications from ranging from NEBS Level 3 to ISO 
9001:2005 with every new development while maintaining the signature reliability of its products. 
 
 
U.S. Headquarters 

Email: sales@addonnetworks.com 

Telephone: +1 877.292.1701 

Fax: 949.266.9273 

 

Europe Headquarters 

Email: salessupportemea@addonnetworks.com 

Telephone: +44 1285 842070 

 
 


